High frequency magnetization rotation induced by a dc spin-polarized current in magnetic nanostructures
The electron spin can store and carry information in addition to the charge. 1 For this purpose, the generation of spin-polarized (SP) carriers in semiconductors is important in spintronics. Electronics-wise, this process requires SP carrier injections through ferromagnetic materials and external magnetic fields, 2-6 which marks the broken time-reversal (T) symmetry of carrier spin states. However, the Curie temperature of compatible magnetic injectors, above which the spontaneous magnetization vanishes, is often below room temperature 7 and limits related applications. Characteristics of bandedge states in III-V semiconductor nanostructures provide another route to SP carriers through optical pumping. 8 The momentum selection rules indicate that the absorption of circularly polarized (CP) photons creates carriers in a specific spin (angular momentum) state. 9, 10 Still, the induced spin polarization is usually nonpersistent at room temperature. Alternatively, a perspective to the issue is whether carriers of a certain spin species in an initially unpolarized ensemble can be forced to rapidly emit CP photons so that the spin polarization is self-maintained. Namely, we are seeking active photonic devices in which spontaneous spin polarizations are induced under spinnonselective electrical injections without the imposed T-symmetry breaking.
Optical chirality, which distinguishes two circular polarizations in a time-reversible (reciprocal) way, may be the key to the device. Chiral objects cannot be superimposed on their mirror images and respond to two CP fields distinctly. Utilizing this feature, we can construct cavities which only support cavity modes with a particular circular polarization. 11 With such a cavity that favors CP modes spinning, for example, clockwise (photon spin quantum number m s;ph ¼ À1) around the growth direction of a typical quantum well (QW) in Fig. 1 , optical feedback channels are altered. If stimulated emissions into these modes dominate, selection rules ensure that only the spin-up electrons coherently emit CP photons with m s;ph ¼ À1 and recombine with quasi-equilibrium holes in the heavy-hole state j3=2; 3=2i. Thus, the stimulated emissions clamp spin-up electron density n " but leave the other n # intact. Both spin species recombine via other mechanisms with a lifetime s. However, once the stimulated emission rate exceeds the spin relaxation rate s À1 s , an observable spin polarization of electrons is induced. In fact, the spinning field of stimulated photons is just a spin pump which continuously transfers the spin angular momentum of electrons out of the cavity.
Polarization-dependent phenomena in chiral photonic structures are important in applications and sciences. For example, cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) are utilized in active CP photon sources. [12] [13] [14] [15] Recent attention has been put on chiral metamaterials related to the negative refractive index 16, 17 and giant optical activity. 18, 19 Three-dimensional (3D) chiral photonic crystals which show similar features as those of CLCs have also been realized. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] With these chiral structures, our goal is to demonstrate aforementioned cavities as spin pumps. Despite challenging fabrications, we focus on 3D artificial chiral structures since they are potentially adjustable for infrared (IR) wavelengths such as telecommunication ones near 1.3 and 1.55 lm, while CLCs are limited to visible and near-IR ranges shorter than 0.85 lm.
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The spinning field inside active regions is important for spin pumps because linearly polarized (LP) photons do not distinguish spin states. Circularly polarized fields solely outside cavities are also unhelpful. It happens that typical CLC bandedge and defect lasing modes are spatially helical but linearly polarized inside cavities.
14 Hence, scheme modifications are necessary for artificial chiral structures similar to CLCs. Later, we will show that combinations of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) and 3D artificial chiral structures can serve the purpose.
We use rate equations to describe the working principle of the spin pump
where r and r ð¼"; #Þ are the spin index and its counterpart; I and g i are the spin-nonselective injection current and injection efficiency; q is the electron charge; V a is the volume of the active region; v g is the group velocity; S, C, and s p are the photon density, confinement factor, and photon lifetime of the spinning mode; s sp is the spontaneous-emission lifetime; and b sp;r and g r are the spin-dependent spontaneous emission coupling factor and gain. In Eq. (1a), the third term characterizes the spin relaxation, and in Eq. (1b), we adopt spin-independent lifetimes s sp and s, which is valid for reciprocal environments 11 and assumed approximately correct here. The spin-dependent gain g r is modeled as g r ¼ c r að2n r À n tr Þ, where c r are factors dependent on the mode polarization and band mixing near the QW bandedge, a is the differential gain, and n tr is the transparency carrier density. If the mode polarization is close to that indicated in Fig. 1 , parameters c r satisfy the condition c " % 1 ) c # . On the other hand, for LP modes, we have c " ¼ c # ¼ 0:5 and b sp;" ¼ b sp;# , and summing the two rate equations of n " and n # in Eq. (1a) recovers the usual one for the total carrier density.
Although some parameters in Eqs. (1a) and (1b) 2(a) and 2(b), we show carrier densities n " and n # , respectively, as a function of the injection current I for different s s (properly scaled). While n " is pinned by the stimulated emission above a threshold current, n # is unaffected by the feedback process and can be built up as long as spin is not flipped rapidly (long s s ). The density n " seems nearly unrelated to s s , but the photon density S [ Fig. 2(c) ] does become higher as s s turns shorter because n # may replenish spin-up carriers when the spin relaxation is fast. On the other hand, as indicated in Fig. 2(d) with s s Շ 0:1 ns, which is common for [001] QWs at room temperature, 26 the degree of spin polarization (DSP) defined as jn " À n # j=ðn " þ n # Þ is only a few percents (or even fewer) at a high injection rate. Under such circumstances, the longer photon lifetime and larger differential gain may be required so that the even higher stimulated emission rate can induce the more spin polarization at the same injection level. Alternatively, [110] QWs with a room-temperature s s in the nanosecond range could be helpful. 27 If a DSP close to unity is required, the carriers providing the gain to the spinning mode (unwanted spin species) and nonradiative recombination rate impeding the accumulation of spin-polarized carriers at a high injection level also have to be reduced.
Cavities that only support modes with a certain circular polarization are most critical to optical spin pumps. The implementation is based on the two co-rotating elliptical polarization eigenstates of an artificial chiral reflector, which are both close to a particular circular polarization. 11 Denote the growth direction of QWs asẑ and define the counterclockwise/clockwise circular polarizations aroundẑ aŝ e 6 ðx 6 iŷÞ= ffiffi ffi 2 p . The reflection matrix r CP of the chiral reflector in CP bases is
The reciprocity requires r þþ ¼ r ÀÀ , 28 and eigenstates and eigenvalues of r CP then become 11 
If we design the reflector so that jr þÀ =r Àþ j 1=2 ( 1, the two polarization eigenstates w 1;2 in Eq. (3a) both resembleê À . These polarization states are then singled out through the Fabry-Perot (FP) resonances in a resonator arrangement of DBRs and this chiral reflector similar to the layout of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers.
We construct such reflectors by cascading a DBR and 3D chiral structure in series. Although 3D chiral structures alone exhibit the feature jr þÀ =r Àþ j 1=2 ( 1, their magnitudes jr þþ j ðjr ÀÀ jÞ are low and lead to small reflectivies jK 1;2 j 2 of the polarization eigenstates. This phenomenon significantly increases the lasing threshold of the cavity to be constructed. The purpose of the DBR insertion is to boost up the magnitudes jr þþ j and jK 1;2 j 2 . 11 More DBR layers enhance jr þþ j up to unity. On the other hand, while a thick DBR does not alter the ratio jr þÀ =r Àþ j originating from 3D chiral structures much, the magnitudes jr þÀ j and jr Àþ j do drop with the layer number. In this case, the chirality is more sensitive to fluctuations, which is a trade-off.
Limited by computation resources, we do not model 3D structures with many alternate layers and repeated units in the near-IR range. Rather, with a few layers/units, we demonstrate prototypes of the reflector and cavity in the mid-IR window based on high-contrast DBRs and metallic helices that exhibit prominent optical responses in this frequency range. 30 The corresponding semiconductor gain media are superlattices designed for mid-IR interband quantum cascade lasers. 31 The implementation in the near-IR range follows similar design rules. A unit cell of the chiral reflector is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It consists of DBR layers with alternate refractive indices n 1 ¼ 2:8 and n 2 ¼ 1:6 and a 3-pitch gold helix with the pitch height p ¼ 3.5 lm, radius r ¼ 0.31 lm, and wire diameter d ¼ 0.12 lm. The lattice constant a of the cell is 1.1 lm. The permittivity of gold is modeled by the Drude model. 32 The magnitudes of reflection coefficients as a function of frequency are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The calculations are carried out with the commercial software COMSOL. The gray region (67.6 to 85.5 THz) is the chiral stop band of the gold helix array. From these spectra, jr Àþ j ranges from 0.05 to 0.15 in the chiral stop band while jr þÀ j is vanishingly small. The magnitude ratio jr þÀ =r Àþ j remains less than 0.03 in this frequency range, indicating that two polarization eigenstates should resembleê À . The yellow region (70 to 100 THz) in Fig. 3(b) represents the photonic band gap of DBR, which is designed to overlap with the chiral stop band and boosts up jr þþ j (identical to jr ÀÀ j due to reciprocity).
Based on this chiral reflector, we construct the cavity with a unit cell shown in Fig. 4(a) . Another DBR similar to that mentioned previously is placed at the left side of the chiral reflector. The two reflectors are separated by a semiconductor layer (active region) with a refractive index n a ¼ 3:4 and length l ¼ 6.1 lm. The whole structure forms a FP cavity. The magnitudes of reflection coefficients versus frequency for waves incident from the left of the cavity are shown in Fig. 4(b) . Sharp resonance peaks (jr Àþ j) and resonant dips (jr þþ j) inside the DBR stop band [yellow region in Fig. 3(b) ] correspond to FP modes. As an example, the reflection spectra of the FP mode around the resonance frequency f 0 ¼ 73:82 THz [k 0 ¼ c=f 0 ¼ 4:06 lm, marked with Ã in Fig. 4(b) ] are shown in Fig. 4(c) . Theê À -polarized incident wave exhibits a resonant transmission featured by the small magnitudes of jr þÀ j and jr ÀÀ j near the resonance, while theê þ -polarized wave is almost reflected with its polarization converted toê À . Therefore, we can infer from the transmission (reflection) ofê À -(ê þ -) polarized waves that FP resonant modes with polarizations close toê À (m s;ph ¼ À1) are excited inside the cavity regardless of incident polarizations. The dashed curve in Fig. 4(c) is the total reflectivity jr þÀ j 2 þ jr ÀÀ j 2 of theê À -polarized incident wave. From the dip linewidth, the quality factor of this FP mode is estimated as 211.
The foregoing calculations indirectly indicate the presence ofê À -like modes. However, as a spin pump, the spinning field has to be self-initiated by carriers in the active region without CP incident waves. To ensure that modes, for Fig. 5(a) . As n 00 a reaches around À1:05 Â 10 À2 (g ¼ 3:25 Â 10 2 cm À1 ), both imaginary frequencies almost vanish, namely, these two FP modes start to lase. The polarization patterns of the two lasing modes inside the cavity are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). The two polarizations rotate clockwise around theẑ direction with an ellipticity of 1.07. This number corresponds to a degree of circular polarization DCP jI þ À I À j=ðI þ þ I À Þ % 99:8%, where I 6 are square magnitudes ofê 6 components in these modes. No matter which mode dominates in lasing, the polarization of stimulated emitted photons is always close toê À . In this way, the majority of spin-down electrons do not participate in photon multiplications and can accumulate in active regions. However, the usual DSP estimation based on DCP of photons from QWs is not a confirmation of the spin polarization here because the chiral structure itself is a CP filter. To avoid the interference, measurements of the polarization rotation and nonreciprocity of probes propagating along the QW plane due to the Voigt effect from SP carriers, though challenging, can be utilized.
In summary, we demonstrate a scheme of active photonic devices which induce SP carriers in active regions. Neither explicit breaking of the T symmetry of spin states and reciprocity of optical fields nor spin-selective optical pumpings/electrical injections are necessary. The functionality requires that polarizations of cavity modes resemble one particular circular polarization in active regions. The CP-like cavity modes function as spin pumps when the stimulated emission rate exceeds spin relaxation rate. The cavity could be constructed with artificial chiral photonic structures. 
